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The Strategic Operations Group, related programs, accounts and portfolios, are primarily  
directed to scientifc and industrial experimental and applied research and development in 
general and advanced technologies, manufacturing capabilities and systems, the custom 
build options with integrated component and system development, design optimization and 
creating an environment where brilliant technical and inventive genius can work together on 
common goals and projects advancing state of the art. 

The program itself has several areas of focus and involves actual specifc purpose mission 
parameters and custom build options that are directed within a series of projects.  This can be 
part of a larger organization or the initial start up phase that leads to growth, expansion,  
investment and amazing potential in everything, related to not just new and exciting, but also  
traditional, conventional and time tested technology.   

Whether it is a product, service, process, manufacturing system or new infrastructure that 
enables certain things to be possible,   aspects of each program is available throughout the  
CVI-Options to provide much more opportunity, individual interest and focus, while also 
capitalizing on other related projects, business and fnancial transactions within that particular 
industry or segment, that is not directly linked to the series or specifc project.  This reduces 
investment overlap considerably, as each of the CVI-Options focus on something different, 
independent as well as inter-dependent and provides for increased enterprise value in a self-
suffcient autonomous state. So, account and portfolio summaries are like capital structure, 
designed to do right things, the right way for right reasons and get the right results. Direct eh!

This fundamental operational feature gives us greater peace of mind for fnancial and 
enterprise stability, as assets and resources are applied directly to that which is authorized 
and designated, either in accordance by the actual portfolio summary, or in the case where a 
Member/Co-Trustee has special instructions, a special order or otherwise.  

This reduces the dilution of high powered money that may occur having an entity within an 
entity within an entity and so on, where the capacity for asset and resource maximization has 
been diminished, devitalized and basically not applied directly as much as possible in a more 
optimized and altruistic state. Deploying resources directly without fnancial leaks is essential.

Awareness of fnancial history may enlighten an individual on the subject in greater detail, as  
we are determined to excel with the kind of integrity and purpose that can build an advanced 
civilization with successful and rewarding personal and enterprise relationships for the long 
term. We expect that a culture and energy of trust, trustee, co-trustee and the inherent 
civilized ethics and morals of integrity, honest and straight-forward communications will be in 
fact in our every day individual and combined consciousness and actions, as without it, we 
will achieve nothing of lasting value.  We cannot continue in the direction of economic, 
industrial, environmental and national genocide that contributes to more planetary problems.

Leadership and policy within a greater organization with the grand vision, while ensuring the 
moment to moment concerns and details have the infnite capacity to express themselves so 
that members may advance in the direction of their choosing within their comfort zone. With 
the intel and resources necessary to make those decisions, to permit a safe, effcient and 
confdent course of self-directed action in a more omni-directional forward looking 
infrastructure at their command, this is certainly possible, practical and realistic, so that the 
success envisioned is rewarded beyond expectations, and that truly we will in every way, 
build great things together!
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